Reviews

Crissy R.11/13/2015
I went to Jim's German Auto Service after I called the dealer, and the
representative wasn't able to figure out the issue I was having with my
car. The technician at Jim's German Auto Service knew the issue was a
result of the timing chain after I spoke with him. He gave me a ride to
and from work and performed basic maintenance on my vehicle. He
was more familiar with my vehicle than the representative at the dealer.
I would recommend his service.

Kittie B.11/05/2015
Jim's German Auto has been really good. I have been dealing with Jim
for 20 years. I do referrals from my shop to his and he works with my
personal vehicles as well. Top notch professional service.

Timothe A.10/29/2015
Having your car breakdown is never an easy thing to deal with.
However, no matter what I have needed Jim's for, they have always
been extremely kind, helpful, professional and wonderful to work with.
They basically had to fix my timing belt and take out my entire engine
this last time and they were accurate, efficient,supportive and the very
best!!! :) I would highly recommend Jim's to anyone!!

Yenri P.10/21/2015
Jim's German Auto has been in Corona for, well, almost as long as I
have. That's a long time. Jim does do more than just German cars; on
his card he lists Mercedes Benz, Volkswagen, Porsche, Volvo, BMW.
Shuttle service is available, too. You will pay a little more going to
Jim's, but you won't get ripped off. In fact, Jim's sometimes goes a little
farther than needed with the repairs just to make sure everything is
working right, at no extra cost. A small family run shop with
friendly ...view more
Mina J.10/15/2015

I will only take my Volvo to Jim. I have been using them for over 10
years. They have saved me and my friends a lot of money and
problems. What I don't get is do you want a great mechanic or a bad
mechanic with good customer service skills? He has found me hard to
find parts at a fraction of what they normally cost. He has also done
some of the best work on Ford pickup. If you expect Jlube cost, expect
Jlube results. Would you do that to your own Family?
Jonelle H.10/01/2015
Jim is a genuine person and is not there to rip you off. Although the
lady at the counter can be rude, Jim's service is worth going back for
with any vehicle you own. He tells you what is and what's going on, an
exact quote to make the needed repairs, and the only thing that seems
to matter to him is that YOU know HIS PROFESSIONAL
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS in any vehicle is exceptionally sharp.
His reputation for service and repairs on cars you will definitely see for
yourself that he treat...view more
Sade P.09/25/2015
The staff are knowledgeable and courteous. I really appreciate the
service they have given us. We will definitely be back!

Justin S.09/16/2015
Excellent!! They always deliver awesome work. It was nice to see you
again John, Stacey, and Glenn.

Leslie S.09/11/2015
The staff is friendly and honest. I have taken my wife's S550 here a few
times for oil changes and minor repairs. Not once have they tried to
push other repairs or ad on parts to me. They have made me a long
term customer. I will be back.

Shasta J.09/01/2015

Great service and a friendly staff. I am very pleased with the work done
on my 18-year-old BMW. It will now easily make the 20-year mark! I
highly recommend German Auto Repair.

Erin C.08/27/2015
Jim's German has always worked on my European cars for the last 15
years they have always been extremely fair and the quality of work is
better then the dealerships. I just love shuttle ride home that they offer.

Elisabeth K.07/09/2015
386,000 miles. What a difference a good cleaning makes.

Tomm P.06/26/2015

Make your VW happy take it to Jim. Best in the business

Corinaa L.06/10/2015
I've been having my cars repaired at Jim's for a number of years and
have always been comfortable with their service and I really feel that
Jim is trustworthy. When I thought I had to go to the dealership for a
big repair, Jim advised me about what I should do and he saved me a
great deal of money. I don't know if he's more expensive than other
shops, as one reviewer said, but the confidence I have in this shop, and
the fact that they always keep my car running, is very important to
me...view more

Lawrence S.01/16/2015
Jim's German has always worked on my European cars for the last 15
years. I have Jim check out my son's car every year, and I have peace
of mind that his car is safe. Jim's German Auto has always been
extremely fair and the quality of work is much better than the
dealerships. BTW I just love shuttle ride home that they offer.

Zella M.01/08/2015
After my other mechanic was trying to charge me about $900 for fixing
an oil leak on my BMW 750 li I took it to Jim who not only completely
fixed it but it gave my car an oil change had it back to me in one day
and I only paid $500! I will always bring my car here! I highly
recommend.
Sheron G.10/09/2014
I have them regularly service my Mercedes and Audi and am a very
satisfied customer. They are very competent, honest, reasonably priced
and customer oriented. Just look at the clean shop they run and it
speaks for itself.

Lyndsey M.10/05/2014
Factory-trained, competent. Not really cheap - comes with the brands
they specialize on - but reasonably priced and below the respective
dealer repair cost. Quick estimates and turnaround. Patient in
explaining problems and giving the information of what is necessary
and what is advisable to have done. Friendly to boot.

Leon D.09/15/2014
I just started bringing my BMW and wife’s VW in for service, Jim’s
prices were much better than the dealer and his service is just better,
very friendly.

Shau B.09/07/2014
The shop is very clean and nice. They provide coffee while you wait.
The front of the shop is run very professionally. And they guys in the
back are very personable and more than happy to discuss what's going
on with you. The work I had done on my Audi was very good and done
very promptly. Their prices are so reasonable that I actually had to ask
them if they had charged me for everything. I couldn't believe the fairly
major repair work I had done would be so reasonably priced. I
will ...view more

Blanch C.08/21/2014
I’ve been taking my Volvo to Jim for about the last 2 years, its and
older Volvo but it’s all I can afford, and I love it. Jim is very honest,
and you can tell he knows these German and European cars like the
back of his hand. I definitely recommend going to Jim’s German Auto,
I have never had a bad experience there, sometimes its pricey but if you
have a car that you appreciate you shouldn’t mind paying to get it fixed
right
Giani H.08/14/2014
I have been going to Jim's German Auto in Corona for several years
now and have always had great and professional service. Jim and his
staff are professional, experienced and kind. The costs are extremely
reasonable and Jim has always been honest with me about my car. For
the people who may have had a different experience you have to realize
that Jim has always done his best and is not a miracle worker. I had a
car I took to him previously that was just on its last leg. It’s hard to
hea...view more

Leono B.08/07/2014
Jim's German auto is absolutely the best auto repair in Corona, We
have been taking our cars to Jim's for 25 years and have never received
poor service. They will not fix something that doesn't need to be fixed
and are honest, fair and reliable. We have sent many, many referrals to
Jim's over the years and all clients have be very satisfied.
We will continue to send referrals to Jim's German Auto, they are the
best!
Beware of FALSE Yelp write-ups by people who ask others to post
or ...view more
Evelyne J.06/25/2014
I’ve had my BMW, and Porsche, Chevrolet truck serviced at Jim's
going on over 10 years, and I find them very honest, and reasonable.
They take the time to show you what is wrong with your car, and try to
explain the problem with your vehicle. Some people just don’t
understand, and can’t comprehend the mechanical understandings that
happen to a car that you relay on day after day, and the wear that you

put on you vehicle, and before you know it, something happens,
Believe me, take it to Jim...view more
|
Earli N.06/08/2014
I have been going to Jim's for years. They have always treated me
fairly and have kept my car running well. They found a difficult to
diagnose electrical problem on my BMW and corrected the problem so
that it ran better than ever. Jim's checks out the car entirely every time,
so that major services are not as costly, definitely less than dealers.
Shau M.05/22/2014
I’ve been taking my BMW to Jim’s for the last 3 years, his prices are
allot better than the dealer, and I feel it’s the same quality work.

Marcio D.05/07/2014
I got an older 1994 e430 and found this shop by referral. They were
great got my cars transmission replaced and have been serving there
since then. Pretty straight forward people.

Lorna S.04/30/2014
I just picked up a Jeep and I was stunned that Jim took it upon himself
to fix a problem with AC unit that I couldn't afford to fix. They decided
to solve the problem at "no cost" to me. I am grateful for their
consideration and commitment to quality service. Very thankful!!

Tanab B.04/23/2014
I have had them work on my BMW for several years and our
other cars, as well. I have always been very pleased with their
professionalism and service. In fact, they have corrected things
that the BMW dealership had represented to me had been done,
but the dealership had not actually done. So, I will continue to
use this auto shop because it is hard to find a reputable shop.

